Abstract. Rapid technological advances are resulting in a greater use of data intensive applications. For this reason and that of the alarming growth in electronic crime, security and availability are critical factors that must be considered in designing a system. This paper proposes a novel data dispersal/encryption scheme to improve both the availability and security of distributed storage system by using the Singular Values Decomposition (SVD) theorem. It handles data represented by any size matrix, and it also allows complete recovery of original data even though stored data are partially damaged. Analysis shows that it improves the availability about 10% compared with an efficient existing scheme for both read and write operation, while it allows secure storage simultaneously.
Introduction
Rapid technological advances are resulting in a greater use of distributed storage system in world-wide organizations for communication, transport, banking, education, manufacturing, medicine, etc., leading to the handling of large quantities of data that are especially important for these organizations on many occasions. For this reason and that of the alarming growth in electronic crime, security becomes a serious aspect that must be considered specifically for distributed storage system. At the same time, due to harsh and unpredictable distributed environment, the system needs to be designed to provide continuous service even in the presence of failures. Indeed, both security and availability are two important criteria for distributed storage systems [1] .
The main issues focused in typical distributed systems including database systems mainly have been with the following aspects: confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The range of possible threats that affect each one of the three factors is so wide that they cannot be tackled as a whole. Data distribution is one of the key techniques developed for achieving a desired level of security and availability, and it involves data encoding and partitioning algorithm. There exist many such algorithms applicable to distributed storage system including encryption, replication, striping, secret sharing, and various combinations of them. They offer different levels of performance (throughput), availability (probability that data can be accessed), and security (effort required to compromise the confidentiality or integrity of stored data). Development of new efficient data distribution and protection scheme is inevitable for allowing highly available but secure system at the same time without significantly affecting the performance [2] .
In distributed storage system security and availability of data are greatly influenced by the policy how the data are dispersed. High security and availability are usually conflicting requirement. This paper, however proposes a new scheme that can allow high security and availability of distributed storage system. It is achieved by using the SVD theorem which is an important matrix decomposition that applicable to any size matrix. A scheme targeting the same goal was presented in [3] using matrix eigenvalue. However, it can handle data represented by only square matrix and eigenvalues are not guaranteed to be found, while the proposed scheme solves both the problems. It also allows complete recovery of original data even though stored data are partially damaged. Analysis shows that the availability is improved about 10% compared with information dispersal scheme, while it allows secure storage since decryption without the key is absolutely impossible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses existing approaches for data encryption and distribution, and Section 3 presents the proposed scheme. Section 4 evaluates and compares the performance of the proposed scheme with the earlier schemes, and finally concluding remark is given in Section 5.
Related Work
There is a wide array of data distribution algorithms including encryption, replication, striping, erasure-resilient coding, information dispersal, and secret sharing. Threshold algorithms, characterized by three parameters (p, m, and n), represent a large set of these algorithms. In a p-m-n threshold scheme, data is encoded into n shares such that any m of the shares can reconstruct the data and less than p reveal no information about the encoded data. Thus, a stored value is available if at least m of the n shares can be retrieved. Attackers must compromise at least p storage nodes before it is even theoretically possible to determine any part of the encoded data. Table I lists a number of well-known threshold schemes [4] . 
The simplest example of threshold scheme is n-way replication, which is a 1-1-n threshold scheme. That is, out of the n replicas that are stored, any single replica provides the original data (m = 1), and each replica reveals information about the encoded data (p = 1). Another example is striping (or decimation, as in disk arrays), wherein a large block of data is partitioned into n sub-blocks, each containing one partition of the data (so, p = 1 and m = n). At the other end of the example is splitting, an n-n-n threshold scheme that consists of storing n-1 random values and one value is the exclusive-or of the original value and those n-1 values; p = m = n for splitting, since all n shares are needed to recover the original data. Replication, decimation, and splitting schemes have a single tunable parameter, n, which affects their place in the trade-off space. With more mathematics, the full range of p-m-n threshold schemes becomes available. For example, secret sharing schemes are m-m-n threshold schemes. Shamir's implementation of secret sharing is based on interpolating points on a polynomial in a finite field. The secret values along with m-1 randomly generated values uniquely determine the encoding polynomial of order m-1. Each share is generated by evaluating the polynomial at distinct points.
Information dispersal algorithm, a 1-m-n threshold scheme, uses the same polynomial based mathematics as Shamir's secret sharing, but no random number; m secret values are used to determine the unique encoding polynomial. Thus, each share reveals partial information about the m simultaneously encoded values, but the encoding is much more space efficient. Ramp schemes are p-m-n threshold schemes, and they can also be implemented with the same approach. The points used to uniquely determine the encoding polynomial are p-1 random values and m-(p-1) secret values. Ramp schemes thus theoretically offer confidentiality of up to p-1 shares. They are also more space efficient than secret sharing (so long as m>p). For p=1, ramp schemes are equivalent to information dispersal; for p=m, they are equivalent to secret sharing [5] .
The Proposed Scheme
We first present the theorem and definition required to explain the proposed encryption/dispersal scheme. 
SVD's Theorem and
Let A be an n × n matrix. A nonzero vector v is an eigenvector of A if Eq. (4) 
Encryption/Dispersal Scheme
First, we find the singular values of the elements of D. Therefore, we need a general method for finding eigenvalue and eigenvector by using Eq. (4) and it is the Power Method. It computes the dominant eigenvalue and an eigenvector corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue. Without loss of generality, it is necessary to assume that A has the following two properties: i. There is a single eigenvalue of maximum modulus. ii. There is a linearly independent set of n eigenvectors. According to the first assumption, the eigenvalues can be labeled such that
. According to the second assumption, there is a basis {u (1) , u (2) ,…,u (n) } for C n such that
x be an element of n C such that when (0) x is expressed as a linear combination of the basis elements (1) (2) (n ) u , u ,..., u , the coefficient of (1) u is not 0. Thus,
We form then
In the following analysis there is no loss of generality in absorbing all the coefficients j a in the vectors ( j) u that they multiply. Hence, we may rewrite Eq. (7) as
By this equation and (8), we have
. Using Eq. (6), we arrive at
see that the coefficients
tend to 0 and the vector within the brackets converges to (1) u as k . → ∞ To simplify the notation, we write (k) x in the form
In order to be able to take ratios, let ϕ be any linear functional on n C for which
Consequently, the following ratios converges to
This constitutes the Power Method for computing 1 λ . Since the direction of the vector (k)
x aligns more and more with (1) u as k → ∞ , the method can also give us the eigenvector, (1) u . The eigenvectors found are
Therefore, by Eq. (2) and Eq. (5), U
are actually stored data and matrix D consisting of σ becomes Decryption Key. 
An important property of the proposed scheme is that it allows secret dispersal as a general threshold scheme and encryption of data at the same time. That is, one cannot extract original data even though the stored data U and V are available since it is NPhard problem to decide the original matrix using U and V. Refer to the example above. There exist infinite ways to form V matrix by arbitrarily deciding the s, t, and u values. As a result, the proposed scheme offers high availability and security as well as complete recovery of original data even though data are partially damaged.
Data Recovery Scheme
We next show how the original data is recovered using Gram-Schmidt Process. 
Proof 2: An orthonormal Basis B'' is obtained by normalizing B' :
Let V 1 n (v ,..., v ) be the corresponding eigenvectors, so that they form an orthonormal basis of n R .
T V is as follows, by Eq. (12).
Therefore, the original data can be recovered from U, V that were stored in the storage nodes by Eq. (1). Example 2: We obtain T V using Gram-Schmidt orthonormal Process after reading the data stored in Node1, Node2 and Node3. Therefore, 3  1  1  2  2  3  3  1  2  3 2 / 3 2 / 3 1/ 3
. We get the original data by equation
2/3 2/3 1/3 0 1 9 0 0 2 1 2 2/3 1/3 2/3 1 0 0 3 0 6 6 3 1/3 2/3 2/3
Performance Evaluation
Different parameter values for the threshold scheme (i.e. the values of n, m and p) create a large class of schemes. Each scheme has different property, and the best scheme needs different parameter values according to the given condition. In order to select an optimal scheme, we need to be able to evaluate and compare the performance of different schemes. In quantifying the schemes, the primary metric is availability. Availability is defined as the probability that a file can be accessed at any given time. With threshold schemes, files are encoded into n shares, of which m or more are sufficient to fully reconstruct the file. We assume the failures of storage nodes are independent. The general availability read and write model are
Here a P is the node availability, and it is assumed to be 0.9. Also, N = n+1. Figure  1 and 2 show the comparison of read and write availability of the proposed scheme along with striping and information dispersal scheme. Here up to 100 nodes were tested. Note that the m value for striping, information dispersal, and proposed scheme are n, 5, 6, respectively. The figures reveal that the proposed scheme display substantially higher availability than striping while it is consistently better than the information dispersal scheme for about 10% for both read and write operation. Figure 3 shows that how availability of the proposed scheme varies as m and n value change. Form the figure we can see that availability gets higher as m decreases and n increases. 
Conclusion and Future Work
Most earlier schemes apply data encryption and distribution separately, which result in some vulnerability and inefficiency. In this paper thus we propose a new approach which integrates data encryption and distribution process into one process to improve both the security and availability by using Singular Values Decomposition theorem. As a result, the proposed scheme offers high availability and security as well as complete recovery of original data even though partial damage occurs to the data. The proposed scheme can handle data represented by any size matrix, and eigenvalues are guaranteed to be found. Analysis shows that it improves the availability about 10% compared with information dispersal scheme for both read and write operation, while it allows secure storage since decryption without the key is absolutely impossible. A new model considering not only availability but also security in a more formal way will be developed.
